
Junior Infants 

Programme of work beginning on Monday 18.01.2021 – Friday 22.01.2021 

Monday  

Core Skills and Core Subjects 

 

Supplementary Activities 

Phonics  Let’s listen to the ie story 

 

 Have a listen to the song  for 

revision  ie song 

 

 

 Complete the ie worksheet  

 

 Pick out the ie words on 

the page. Can you think of 

some more? Maybe you 

could write two ie words. 

 

 This morning we will listen 

to the  

Jolly Phonics songs 

Handwriting       Small Book P5  Complete ‘d’ on a blank page. Use 

lots of colours. Take a picture 

and put it on Seesaw. 

 

Maths   P 18  Planet Maths small book 

          Complete the numeral 4 

 P 21 Planet Maths small book 

Draw sets of 1, 2, 3,4 

 

Complete some numeral ‘4’s on a 

blank page and in different 

colours. Post a picture on 

Seesaw. 

Blending      Practise sounding out:  man, hat Make these words from your 

blending cards. 

 

Tuesday 
 

 

Core Skills and Core Subjects 

 

Supplementary Activities 

Phonics  Complete the z worksheet  

 Here is the story and song of z 

z  song 
 

z story 

 Revise the Jolly Phonics 

sounds 

 

 This morning we will listen to  

Jolly Phonics songs 
You might like to listen to the 

songs while you are completing 

your work. 

 

Handwriting  Small Book p6 Complete ‘g’ on blank pages. Use lots 

of colours. Take a picture and put it 

on Seesaw. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1bKrBOryjs
https://youtu.be/wmD1TiNDvRk
https://youtu.be/_s-1sxzjPX8?t=5
https://youtu.be/sts07zPfvhU?t=195
https://youtu.be/_86g750--B8
https://youtu.be/_s-1sxzjPX8


Maths  P19 and p22 Planet Maths small book 

Complete the numeral 4 and then draw 

sets of 1,2,3,4  

 

Practise numeral ‘4’ on a different 

page and in different colours. Post a 

picture on Seesaw. 

Blending Practise man, hat...... Make tap, tin  from your blending 

cards. Can you make some different 

words? Take a picture and upload on 

Seesaw. 

 

 

Wednesday 

 

 

Core Skills and Core Subjects 

 

Supplementary Activities 

Phonics  Complete the w  worksheet 

 

 Have a listen to  the  

w song 
 

w story 
 

 

 Revise the Jolly Phonics sounds 

 

 Revise the 

Jolly Phonics songs. 
 

 W words 
This clip plays the W song and some W 
blending. Can you sound out some of 
the w words? 

 

Handwriting  P 7 small book  Complete ‘q’ on other pages. Use lots 

of colours. Take a picture and put it on 

Seesaw 

Maths  P20  Planet Maths small book 

Complete numeral 4 

 

Complete numerals 3 and 4 on separate 

page. Post a picture on Seesaw. 

Blending Practise man, hat, pen, pat...... Make these words from your blending 

cards. Practise some other blending 

words. 

 

 

Thursday 

 

 

Core Skills and Core Subjects 

 

Supplementary Activities 

Phonics  ng  worksheet 

 

 ng song 
 

 ng story 

 

 

 

ng words and blending 
Look at this clip. Can you write 2 

words? 

https://youtu.be/PlDPegyV6XI
https://youtu.be/Tl0i5IL_xeg?t=29
https://youtu.be/_s-1sxzjPX8
https://youtu.be/LiTcZ2w5JGc?t=8
https://youtu.be/xqPMJR2cLwI
https://youtu.be/fxlzmRxCHtU
https://youtu.be/Nrjb0rIer5M?t=3


Handwriting   Complete d, g, q  on other 

pages. Use lots of colours. 

Take a picture and put it on 

Seesaw 

 

Practice c, o, a on other pages. You can 

take a picture and put it on Seesaw. 

 

Maths  Planet Maths small book  

P 26 and 27 

Sets  of 2,3,4,5 

 

Using your toys, crayons or books 

make a set of 3, 4, 5 

Post a picture on Seesaw. 

Blending Practise man, hat, pen, pan  Make these words from your blending 

cards. Practise some other blending 

words. 

 

 

Friday  

Core Skills and Core Subjects 

 

Supplementary Activities 

Phonics Jolly Phonics Blending set 2 
Look at the video and practise your 

blending. 

 

 Can you make these words 

with you sounds cards 

 

 Revise the Jolly Phonics sounds 

 

 Jolly Phonics Blending 

video 
Can you make some of the 

words? 

Can you write some of the 

words? 

Handwriting  Fine Motor Skills: 

Jack and the Beanstalk 2.  

Complete the cutting activity. 

 

Write your name in different colours. 

Take a picture and put it on Seesaw. 

Maths  P28 

Planet Maths small book 

Numeral 0 

Practise numerals 0,1, 2, 3, 4 

Post a picture to Seesaw 

 

Well done Junior Infants!   Second week completed. 

Sing along and dance to the one of our favourite songs: 

Cha Cha Song 

 

 

https://youtu.be/u484reK0sEo
https://youtu.be/zIEWRhGuA6o
https://youtu.be/zIEWRhGuA6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rx87a6cx0Ao

